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Abstract— The massive credibility of WDM system is broadly deployed in today's telecommunication networks. Conversely, the economic influence marks the WDM technology to be accessible merely for solicitation in long-haul arrangements with a mandate for extraordinary capacity in terms of Tbit/s [1]. In certain case there was an low budget WDM system generating optimum data rates, which is in the order of Gbit/s; and can be used for application in Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) along with fiber lengths equal to 10 km. By deploying such a structure telecom operators would be capable to multiplex innumerable amenities by the use of one fiber, let's say STM-4 for telephony applications, Ethernet for data services, or multiplex numerous corporeal links for the purpose of greater reliability and capacity. In this research paper we determine a hypothetical 4-channel spectrum-sliced WDM based telecommunication system that consumes LED sources through inner variation and optical slicing for channel split-up.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A LED source has been deployed for each network to evade the prerequisite for peripheral modulators, hence creating the system more profitable. Analogous conformations can be comprehended in [2, 3]. Marginal configurations consuming peripheral modulation can be bring into being in [4 - 7]. Here, we deployed two respective fibers for full-duplex broadcast of data, so the arrangement is balanced, i.e. mutual sides of the structure are copiously identical. The key purpose for not deploying WDM for trend separation was to elude SNR deprivation due to noise from signal reproductions and Rayleigh scattering. Proposed structure also creates the structure not as much of intricate; nevertheless such an arrangement is likewise less malleable and prerequisites two fibers in its place of one. Additional purpose for two-fiber arrangement is that both ends are indistinguishable, building it conceivable to utilize the equivalent constituents at mutual ends, consequently making it cheaper in price and convoluted of system preservation. The methodical fragment of our examination was prepared by deploying software simulator. Every system constituents were replicated using the OptSim application. OptSim is known as an innovative optical communication arrangement with simulation bundle premeditated for specialized engineering and revolutionary research of TDM, WDM, CATV, DWDM, optical LAN and supplementary incipient optical systems in telecom baed applications. OptSim embodies an optical communication system as an unified set of collection. Every single collection block is simulated autonomously using the parameters indicated by the consumer for that area and the signal data conceded into it from other blocks.

II. SYSTEM PROPOSAL AND SUGGESTIVE MODEL
The Fig. 1 demonstrates a graphic representation of the projected 4-channel SSWDM structure. On the conduction side of the system we deploy 4 LEDs with internal intonation functional in the 1540 nm area. This particular area was preferred to lessen stimulus of fiber loss and to ensure a probable prospect to utilize (Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDF) for durations lengthier than 10 km. The 3-dB bandwidth and production power and of every single LED were 60 nm and -5 dBm respectively [4].

![Fig. 1. A graphic representation of 4-channel SSWDM system](image)

We restrained every LED with two dissimilar modulation proportions to attain data transfer speeds of nearly 622 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s. A pseudorandom bit arrangement was castoff for this determination with design length as 215. The nature of variation castoff was that of on-off keying and Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) arrangement was used for signal coding. The continuum of modified LED signal is displayed in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2. Modulated LED band representation with respect to Power and Wavelength.](image)

The waveform band for four channel multiplexed signal is graphically represented as in Fig. 3.
In the process of multiplexing four channels into a single fiber we castoff generally with ocular multiplexer with 3 nm channel bandwidth and 8 nm channel positioning. Owing to the sifting process in multiplexer we might deploy LEDs of the same type for every quad-channel. The structure was premeditated so that to diminish clamor from the contiguous channels, where consequential signal-to-noise ratio is larger than 20 dB for every channel.

Fig. 3 demonstrates SNR of almost 21 dB for 622 Mbit/s, and 1-2 dB poorer SNR for 1 Gbit/s. The motive for this decline in SNR for 1 Gbit/s is greater modulation ratio and hence wider band of restrained LED signal. The multiplexed waveform is communicated over 10 km of customary distinct genre fiber [1]. Solitary mode fiber was preferred to abate the inspiration of scattering, the key constraint of the procedure as it is observed from the replication.

The de-multiplexer has the identical considerations as the multiplexer in standings of channel bandwidth and channel positioning. On the system’s receiver we deploy four avalanche photodiodes to distinguish motions and 4 BER pulses and eye-diagram analyzers to assess enactment of each channel. Avalanche photodiodes were preferred due to their greater sensitivity when compared to PIN photodiodes; that are much crucial, because of extraordinary slicing losses.

The replication of 622 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s outlines of the optical arrangement offered us subsequent outcomes in terms of ocular relation power budget.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. ECONOMICAL BUDGETING FOR POWER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance (km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED output (dBm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation loss (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplexer loss (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Loss (0.25 dB/km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-multiplexer loss, dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation (dB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APD input (dBm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer rate (Mbits/sec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attenuation with FEC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Multiplexer forfeiture is quite greater for mutually equivalent transfer proportions because this is where the filtering takes place. For 1 Gbit/s this loss is approximately 1 dB sophisticated also for the object of broader spectrum of modulated signal. Throughout the simulation we interleaved reduction of signal to have margin for power loss in connectors, aging of fiber and apparatus, and connection convinced authority losses – the factors OptSim doesn't take account of. The goal was to find the determined margin for the BER < 10^-9 performance. Table 1 expresses these margin values for combined transfer rates with and without FEC. Forward error amendment springs an upsurge in power verge of 4 and 5 dB for 622 Mbit/s and 1 Gbit/s correspondingly. Reed Solomon (255,239) indoctrination was used as the FEC algorithm.
The foremost inspiration of dispersal on 1 Gbit/s signal made us converse the fiber span from 10 to 5 km in imperative to accomplish BER < 10-9 enactment. Fig. 4 displayes BER reliance of interleaved diminution for 10 km 622 Mbit/s and 5 km 1 Gbit/s relatives deprived of FEC; Fig. 5 indicates the stimulus of dispersal on BER for 1 Gbit/s connection.

The Fig. 6 determines the received signal’s amplitude at 622 Mbit/s is roughly two times subordinated when compared to amplitude of 1 Gbit/s signal. This is predominantly because of the modifications in distance amongst both configurations. Likewise, we can comprehend that the appreciation diagram of 1 Gbit/s signal is poorer; the key motive for this existence is the impact of scattering, which is quite higher in 1 Gbit/s scenario although the link between them is 2 times petite.

III. CONCLUSION

The 4 channel arrangement of the method was preferred harmonizing flanked by capacity and performance on one hand while corporal restrictions on the supplementary part. The distance constraint of 10 km is habitually satisfactory for utmost intra-city appreciation durations; hence arrangement can be established beneficial in innovated and prevailing MAN networks. In certain special scenarios the anticipated 4-channel SSWDM structure can be deployed as an substitute to expedients like IPMUXes deprived of the necessity for composite and affluence electronics and circumventing IP protocol persuaded latency and jitter complications for TDM traffic. In further cases the system can be utilized to comprehensive Ethernet links to upscale several intervals the transmission rate of trunk lines in urban systems via the identical fibers. The suggested system can likewise be amended for practice in FTTH applications, even though the prerequisite for superior channel number in FTTH would not be achievable to mollify with this tactic, due to higher multiplexer losses, which produce unruffled with the number of channels. Alternative aim for FTTH discordancy is key variance in channel routine. The simulation indicated that the poorest channels are those on mutually sides of the sliced serving of the LED spectrum. Corporeal elucidation of this outcome is vibrant when considering at Fig. 2. Furthermore, adjacent channels have a 2-3 dB poorer level of discharged power than central channels which relates to 102-103 BER rise conferring to Fig. 4. The Simulation approach ratified the necessity for FEC: the results exhibited that forward error correction produces a 4-5 dB margin for the signal attenuation. This is correspondent to a proliferation in distance of about 16-20 km, though scattering will unquestionably halts this to a much lesser distance rise in an actual system. Some of the drawbacks are correspondingly to be stated, the principal one being incompetence to encompass an already functioning arrangement accumulating new channels, due to the point the LED spectrum is copiously operated for preliminary 4-channel conformation. The subsequent drawback is the necessity for two fibers for every bidirectional installation of the structure. The motivations for this were designated in the introduction part of this research paper.
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